Introduction
In terms of playwriting and practice Irish theatre has a remarkably maledominated history. Eamonn Jordan asserts, the imaginations of Irish theatre practitioners, playwrights especially, have been seriously ideologically loaded, [...] in the specific prioritisation of primarily male values, references and aspirations, and in their general scrutiny of, and obsession with, masculinity. 2 When we examine the gender-scape of Irish theatre, both statements, while seemingly obverse, hold weight. Irish theatrical culture has always been concerned with the vicissitudes of masculinity while concurrently presenting certain performances of Irish womanhood. However, these performances of 'Irish Woman' (particularly in the hands of male playwrights) often seem drawn from a limited history of characters and tropes that often veer close to stereotype. Further to this, these imaginings of Irish Woman are heavily inflected by subtextual, subconscious performances of hegemonic masculinity. Jack Halberstam's observation that the 'primarily prosthetic' performance of masculinity often 'has little if anything to do with biological maleness', albeit that 'masculinity and maleness are profoundly difficult to pry apart', leads him to opine that 'far from being an imitation of maleness, female masculinity actually affords us a glimpse of how masculinity is constructed as masculinity '. 3 In the context of Irish theatre, Remaining mindful of Singleton's and Halberstam's assertions about the transparency of masculine construction when that masculinity is embodied and performed by a female, this essay examines the manifestation of masculinity both in and on female bodies. But more significantly, I interrogate the sociocultural effects and psychological affects of patriarchy on the lives of women when patriarchs are absent from the stage, or exist as nameless entities entrenched within Irish sociopolitical and cultural structures. I argue, then, that by examining Irish theatre that foregrounds the performances of women and the experiences of female characters, it is possible to trace the influences and affects of patriarchy on female protagonists' lives. I interrogate this presence-through-absence of patriarchy -a hidden history of patriarchy without men -arguing that women-centric dramas stand as a primary site of patriarchal performance. Often the female protagonists are unaware of the patriarchy that marks and underscores their lives, sensing it only as a subconscious but always destructive force. Where patriarchal control is obvious, its insidious and shifting nature often propels the female characters towards decisions they would not otherwise make, leading the spectator to question the very nature of feminine 'choice' as it has operated throughout the history of the nation and the nation's theatre. In all cases the women performing onstage must accept the pernicious influence of Irish patriarchy by finding ways and means of living with it, doing it, acting it, and, in newer dramas, subverting it while simultaneously finding empowerment and independence.
Troubling Mother Ireland
O'Toole's assertion about Mother Ireland is indicative of a broader, patriarchal epistemology in Irish society that narrowly conflates womanhood with motherhood. Irish motherhood is further shoehorned into restrictive paradigms with the ideal being a white, stay-at-home, god-fearing and, above all, married woman. The obverse of that model, married women who cannot bear children, whether through their own infertility or that of their husband, are frequently disavowed and ideologically shamed. Playwright Dermot Bolger's dramatic idiom has always concerned itself with marginalized voices and hidden histories, gaining him a reputation as a playwright of the people, a dramatist always eager,
